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issues, maximising service effectiveness and linking 

people with information. 
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS 

ITEM NUMBER 4.1 

TITLE Draft Regional Managment Plan 

REFERENCE 322132 

AUTHOR Jodi Hart, Governance and Executive Support 
Coordinator / Reconciliation Action Plan Coordinator         

SUMMARY: 
 
This report is to provide Council information and to seek Councillors feedback and 
comments on the Department of Housing Local Government and Regional Services Draft 
Management Plan. 

BACKGROUND 

Regional Management Plans are a requirement under the Local Government Act. The plans 
are developed from consultation between councils in each region and the Department. 

Regional Management Plans address key issues relating to local government in the region. 
The plans also cover resource sharing and regional development within each region. 

Shire councils must participate in the Regional Management Plan. Municipal councils may 
participate in the Regional Management Plan, but are not obliged to do so. The Local 
Government Association of the Northern Territory may also contribute to Regional 
Management Plans. 

The draft plans reflect the results of consultation between the Department of Housing, Local 
Government and Regional Services (DHLGRS), shire councils, other interested municipal 
councils and the Local Government Association of the Northern Territory (LGANT). 

GENERAL 

Individuals or bodies are invited to provide feedback through a written representation. 
Written representations can be submitted from 1 May to 15 June 2012. Any public 
representations that the Department receive will be forwarded to the regional councils as 
soon as the period is finished, for consideration and amendment to the plans if required.  

If there are substantial changes to the existing drafts and/or, all parties have not come to an 
agreement about the plans, DHLGRS may need to have another meeting with the 
participating councils to negotiate a final version. This would need to take place within two 
weeks after the 15 June so that DHLGRS can get a final version to the Minister and on the 
web by July. 
 
Due to its size the DRAFT Regional Management Plan - Northern Regions is not attached 
and will be emailed out separately. 
  
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council: 
 
(a) Notes the report 
 
(b) Provides any comments on the Draft Regional Management Plan for the 

Northern Region to Jodi Hart by COB Tuesday 12th June 2012 so these 
comments can be submitted collectively to DHLGRS. 

 
ATTACHMENTS:   There are no attachments for this report. 
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS 

ITEM NUMBER 4.2 

TITLE NAIDOC Week Activities Update 

REFERENCE 322207 

AUTHOR Dale Keehne, Director Community Services         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
Planning for the 2012 NAIDOC Celebrations is underway, but necessary funding from the 
Australian Government has still not been confirmed. Council is asked to consider supporting 
community events but not a NAIDOC Ball in Nhulunbuy.    
 

 

BACKGROUND 
 
The East Arnhem Shire Council has hosted NAIDOC events for the last two years, as funded 
by the Department of Housing, Community, Services and Indigenous Affairs (FAHCSIA).   
 
The Shire postponed NAIDOC week activities last year from July till October, as FAHCSIA 
was unable to confirm funding with sufficient notice, to properly plan the community activities 
and the NAIDOC Ball in Nhulunbuy.  
 
To ensure the Shire could host NAIDOC events this year in the nationally recognised week 
of 1 to 7 July, the Shire applied for funding on 20 March 2012. The Department advised the 
Shire that this year it would be able to review and approve all applications well before 
NAIDOC Week.    
 
The Shire was funded $60,000 for last year’s activities. The Shire applied for $130,600 for 
this year’s activities, but planned for $60,000 in the Shire budget. 
 
GENERAL 
 
The Shire commenced planning for the NAIDOC Ball in late March. This has included 
booking the town hall, catering and a band and sound technicians, as advance notice is 
needed to secure these things. 
 
The Shire has contacted and met with FAHCSIA on a few occasions to check on progress of 
it’s funding application, so it can do further planning for the Ball and community NAIDOC 
events.     
 
FAHCSIA contacted the Shire on 10 May 2012 to advise there will be less money available 
for NAIDOC activities than expected, and asked the Shire to submit a revised budget of 
$40,000. A revised budget was submitted on 15 May 2012 that still allowed for the Shire to 
host a range of community events and the ball.     
 
The Shire has continued to seek confirmation of funding. The Department is now questioning 
whether to support the NAIDOC Ball and the community based events as proposed. The 
Department has expressed concern regarding the amount of money due to be spent on the 
NAIDOC Ball, compared to that available for activities across all nine communities.  
 
The proposed budget is $16,400 for the Ball, $15,600 for community activities, and $8,000 
for administration costs. 
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The Shire is unable to pay deposits and booking fees for the band, and other providers, or 
start necessary promotion of the NAIDOC Ball, and associated NAIDOC Awards, without 
confirmation of funding.  
 
As of 10.00am Friday 1 June the Shire is still awaiting on confirmation from the  Department. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council: 
 

(a) Supports community based NAIDOC events across the region, in line with 
what funding is provided from FAHCSIA. 

 
(b) Endorses that the Shire, with regret, does not host a NAIDOC Ball in 

Nhulunbuy for the 2012 NAIDOC Week Celebrations, as adequate funds to 
support this event have not been confirmed.  

 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
There are no attachments for this report. 
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS 

ITEM NUMBER 4.3 

TITLE Township of Milingimbi Subdivision Application 

REFERENCE 322310 

AUTHOR Shane Marshall, Director Technical Services         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report is to provide council with information and attachments in relation lot survey 
boundaries in the community of Milingimbi, for the purpose of a subdivision application 
consent for the township in order to finalise survey plans for approval by the Government in 
order for the granting of leases over portions of land. 
 

 

BACKGROUND 
 
The Department of housing Local Government and Regional Services are co-ordinating the 
leasing of Government assets on Aboriginal Land. 
As part of this process survey boundaries need to be established for commercial and 
residential house lots, public area’s roads and so on. 
 
GENERAL 
 
Nil 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council notes the subdivision application for the purpose of finalising the town 
survey plans in order for leasing applications to proceed. 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
1  Att A - S2010-208A 30 January 2010.pdf   
2  Att A - S2010-208B 30 January 2010.pdf   
3  Att A - S2010-208C 30 January 2010.pdf   
4  Att A - S2010-208D 30 January 2010.pdf   
5  Att A - S2010-208E 30 January 2010.pdf   
6  Att A - S2010-208F 30 January 2010.pdf   
7  Att A - S2010-208G 30 January 2010.pdf   
8  Att A - S2010-208H 30 January 2010.pdf   
9  Att A - S2010-208J 30 January 2010.pdf   
10  Att B - Surveyed land parcels by area - Milingimbi.pdf   
11  Statement of Effect - Milingimbi (2).docx   
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STATEMENT OF EFFECT 
 

SUBDIVISION TO CREATE 179 ALLOTMENTS  
 
AT: TERRITORY GROWTH TOWN OF MILINGIMBI, EAST ARNHEM SHIRE  
 (NT PORTION 1647) 

 
FOR: DELINEATION OF ALLOTMENTS WITHIN THE TOWN FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE 
 MILINGIMBI COMMUNITY 
 
 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Northern Territory Government, pursuant to the Working Future policy for Territory Growth 
Towns under the Territory 2030 document, has prepared an application for Development 
Permit to create 179 allotments. A Survey Plan has been prepared for Milingimbi, with 
surveying finalised in late January 2012. The purpose of the application is for the delineation of 
allotments in order to define existing land uses and built form to enable the issue of long term 
leases over existing Government infrastructure. 
 
The subject land is located within the identified Territory Growth Town of Milingimbi in East 
Arnhem Shire and currently comprises zoned land following the inclusion in the NT Planning 
Scheme of the Milingimbi Area Plan and Zoning Map in April 2012. The gazetted Milingimbi 
Area Plan and Zoning Map enables the assessment of development pursuant to the Northern 
Territory Planning Scheme.  
 
The proposed development involves the subdivision of land and thus requires a Development 
Permit in accordance with Part 5 of the Planning Act (“the Act”).  
 
Included in this Development Application package is the Statement of Effect contained herein, 
title documentation, Survey Plans and other necessary documentation relating to the proposed 
subdivision. 
 
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT LAND AND LOCALITY 
 
Milingimbi is located on the central eastern coast of Milingimbi Island, which forms part of the 
Crocodile Island Group along the northern coast of central Arnhem Land. The town is situated 
approximately 25 kilometres due north of Ramingining, approximately 440 kilometres east of 
Darwin and approximately 200 kilometres west of Nhulunbuy. The town is located 
approximately 2 kilometres south-east of the sealed community airstrip. The town is on 
Aboriginal land, as defined in schedule 7 of the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 
1976, and is owned by the Arnhem Land Aboriginal Land Trust. 
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The population of Milingimbi based on NT Treasury population projections is currently 
estimated at 1,119, and is projected to grow to a population of 1,398 by the year 2030. 
 
The subject land comprises predominantly developed land within the town, and service 
infrastructure including the rubbish dump and airstrip within relative close proximity to the town. 
 
The current pattern of development is influenced to a degree by the power station and sewage 
ponds buffer areas which include the majority of the town, albeit with most of the developed 
areas situated towards the extremities of these buffer areas. The pattern of the town’s 
development is also influenced by: 
 

 a large centrally-located cultural exclusion area; 

 areas immediately adjacent to and surrounding the town that are subject to inundation; 

 the airstrip constraint area; and 

 borefield and associated recharge areas to the north and south of the airstrip, west of 
the town. 

 
Existing residential development is located within close proximity to the town centre (these 
include Bush Camp, Army Camp, Garden Camp, Top Camp and Bottom Camp), while future 
proposed residential development is located to the west of the town centre, away from the 
coast. There are a number of existing community use and commercial use areas which contain 
the school, library, sport and recreation hall, store, health centre, council office, church, CDEP 
centre and outstation resource centre. Areas of the town subject to inundation are largely 
undeveloped. 
 
The subject land is accessible via barge and air, with the community airstrip being sealed for 
all-weather purposes. The barge landing is located in the centre of town, in close proximity to 
the store and council office. 
 
Existing essential service provision to the town comprises power, water and sewer services, 
with a power station located between the town centre and the airstrip, a water storage 
compound located to the south-east of the oval, sewer ponds to the south-west of the town 
centre and pump stations at various locations within the town. Water supply for the community 
is via the borefield located to the south of the airstrip. 
 
3.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 
 
The proposed development comprises the subdivision of part of one allotment (NT Portion 
1647) to create 179 allotments. 
 
The proposed 179 allotments accord with the survey plans prepared for the Townsite of 
Milingimbi (contained within Attachment A), with formal surveying of the town finalised in late 
January 2012 and are principally based on existing land uses and built form. The proposed 
allotments enable the delineation of individual lots within the town, including one allotment for 
the existing road reserve. 
 
A tabulated break-down of proposed cadastral allotments and the individual parcel sizes of the 
179 delineated allotments is contained within Attachment B.  
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The majority of the residential portion of allotments comprise land areas of approximately 900 
square metres, with the smallest residential allotment comprising approximately 503 square 
metres and the largest comprising approximately 3,200 square metres. The school site 
comprises approximately 2.7 hectares, with the community oval comprising a total area of 
approximately 6.12 hectares. The largest allotment within the town is for the airstrip which 
comprises an area of approximately 36.17 hectares.  
 
Given that the proposed allotments are based on existing land uses and built form within 
Milingimbi, service provision and access arrangements will not be altered. 
 
4.0 CONSIDERATION OF PART 5 OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY PLANNING  ACT 
 
The proposed development involves the subdivision of land and therefore must have due 
regard to section 44(b) of Part 5 of the Act, which invokes the necessity for a Development 
Permit prior to the development commencing. Furthermore, section 46(3) of the Act contains 
provisions that the development application must address are set out in the following sub-
sections of this Statement of Effect.  
 
4.1 Northern Territory Planning Scheme 
 
The Townsite of Milingimbi is presently unzoned land. Notwithstanding the current exemption 
for certain subdivision (including to the CEO Housing and the Power and Water Corporation) 
under section 3A of the Planning Regulations, the Table to Clause 11.1.1 and Clauses 11.4.1, 
11.4.2 and 11.4.3 of the NT Planning Scheme are required to be addressed. 
 
Under the Working Future – Territory Growth Towns policy, the identified Growth Towns which 
include Milingimbi are currently working towards the preparation of an Area Plan and Zoning 
Map which when gazetted will enable the Growth Towns to be assessed under the 
development provisions of the NT Planning Scheme. Until the Area Plan and Zoning Map is 
approved for Milingimbi however, the town remains unzoned land.  
 
Clause 11.1.1 and the Table to this Clause specify that the size of residential allotment on 
zoned land shall be :  
 
  

 MD (Multiple Dwelling Residential) land shall comprise a minimum allotment size of 800 
square metres. 

 
While the majority of allotments zoned MD meet the 800 square metre minimum allotment size, 
there are a few allotments zoned MD that do not meet the minimum. These allotments range in 
size from approximately 503 square metres to 3200 square metres. While it is recognised that 
some of these allotments fall under the minimum lot size requirement, it must be noted that 
they comprise existing allotments, subject to previous subdivision activity, and are not being 
created as ‘new lots’ as part of this subdivision application. 
 
Further to the above, Clause 2.5 of the NT Planning Scheme facilitates the exercise of 
discretion by the Consent Authority in the development of land where a proposal does not meet 
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the standard as set out in Parts 4 or 5. In this regard, discretion may be exercised by the 
Consent Authority if it is satisfied that special circumstances justify the giving of consent. It is 
considered in this instance that special circumstances are applicable to the whole-of-township 
subdivision given its purpose of merely delineating existing land use and built form via the plan 
of Proposed survey plans in accordance with the gazetted Area Plan and Zoning Map for 
Milingimbi. 
 
Further to the above, the following points serve as appropriate justification for the exercising of 
discretion by the consent authority in enabling several MD lots to be created that are at 
variance to the minimum lot size provisions of the NT Planning Scheme:  
 

 It is considered that residential and other lot sizes within the town reflect the existing 
pattern of development including the road network;  

 MD lots that are under 800 square metres in area (of which there are a few in total) are 
the result of historical land and subsequent leasing allocation; 

 It would be administratively unviable to pursue compliance of these lot sizes at the 
minimum 800 square metres given they are established lots for community and staff 
housing; and 

 It is considered that the these lots comprising less than 800 square metres do not 
impact on the amenity of the respective residents nor the broader community. 

 
As such is it considered that subdivision in accordance with the Proposed survey plans  is 
warranted despite the minimum lot size of a few of the residential allotments not meeting the 
minimum for MD zoned land pursuant to Clause 11.1.1.  
 
Notwithstanding that Milingimbi is contained within the broader NT Portion 1647 (which covers 
3332 square kilometres and incorporates the Shires of West Arnhem, East Arnhem and Roper 
Gulf), the area the subject of this application is approximately 85.5 hectares and existing land 
uses and built form have provided the basis for the survey plan and hence this whole-of-
township subdivision application.  
 
Clauses 11.2.1, 11.2.2 and 11.2.3 refer to site characteristics in residential subdivision, 
infrastructure and community facilities in residential subdivisions and lot size and configuration 
in residential subdivisions.  
 
These include the following matters: 
 
 
Clause 11.2.1 
 
Land zoned MD within Milingimbi: 
 

 Largely avoids land comprising excessive slope, seasonally waterlogged soils and 
natural drainage lines; 

 Retains and protects significant natural and cultural features. These are either unzoned 
or incorporated into land zoned Heritage (HT); 

 Avoids the further development of land affected by flooding events; and 
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 Ensures protection of natural or distinctive landform features including stands of natural 
vegetation which are of a sparse nature in Hermannsburg in any case. These are either 
incorporated into areas of public open space (zoned PS) or are in areas of land that are 
subject to possible inundation and are thus not zoned for residential purposes.  

 
Clause 11.2.2 
 
Land zoned MD within Milingimbi sufficiently integrates these residential areas with 
infrastructure, community services and facilities. This is achieved by: 
 

 The provision of a high level of internal accessibility and external connections for 
pedestrian, cycle and vehicle movements; 

 Appropriate internal links to school and commercial facilities; 

 An internal street network that deters through traffic; 

 The provision of reticulated service connection; 

 The adequate provision and siting of public open space, which includes formal and 
informal public open space and organised recreation (the community oval); 

 
Clause 11.2.3 
 
It is considered that land zoned MD within Milingimbi comprises lots of a size, configuration and 
orientation suitable for residential purposes. In this regard: 
 

 Lots zoned MD have sufficient area and appropriate dimensions to provide for existing 
development including dwelling(s), vehicular access, on-site parking and any ancillary 
buildings; 

 With the exception of one battleaxe allotment (Lot 146), there are no battleaxe lots 
within Hermannsburg; 

 Lots are oriented to allow dwellings to take advantage of environmental conditions such 
as prevailing breeze and sunlight. In this regard, the prevailing breeze in Milingimbi is 
principally from the south-east; 

 As noted as per the previous clause, lots are connected to reticulated services; and 

 The setting out of the Zoning Map, in particular the location of MD zoned land, has 
sought to reduce any potential land use conflicts including the visual and acoustic 
privacy of residents. In this regard for instance; all MD zoned land is located an 
appropriate distance from the power station. 

 
The proposed development, with regard to the information provided above, meets or is not 
adverse to the provisions of the NT Planning Scheme. 
 
4.2 Interim Development Control Order 
 
There are no known Interim Development Control Orders applicable to the subject land. 
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4.3 Public Environmental Report / Environmental Impact Statement 
 
A Public Environmental Report and Environmental Impact Statement have not been prepared 
nor are deemed as being required given that the proposed subdivision comprises the 
delineation of allotments based on existing land uses and built form. 
 
4.4 Merits of Proposed Development 
 
The merits of the proposed development are that: 
 

- it enables residents, service providers and community organisations within Growth 
Towns to negotiate long term leases from the Land Trust or Commonwealth 
Government through a land holding entity (for example the Office of Township Leasing); 

- it provides appropriate direction for future land tenure by individuals, family groups and 
businesses; 

- it gives additional certainty to service providers and community organisations with 
regard to lot delineation and assists administrative processing and service delivery; 

- it is not adverse to the Northern Territory Planning Scheme provisions and the draft 
Area Plan for Milingimbi; 

- the location of the proposed subdivision minimises environmental, cultural and social 
impacts as surveyed lot boundaries are based on existing land uses and built form. 

 
4.5 Physical Characteristics of the Land - Suitability and Capability 
 
A description of the subject land and locality is provided within Part 2 of this Statement of 
Effect.  
 
The subdivision itself does not comprise the physical development of land. Future development 
on the subject allotments and any new areas identified for development however will consist of 
land uses and Zones pertaining to the Area Plan and Zoning Map which will enable future 
development to be: 
 

 appropriately sited on the land due to the prior identification of land not subject to 
seasonal inundation; and 

 will include land that is topographically, socially, culturally and environmentally 
appropriate. 

 
4.6 Public Facilities / Public Open Space Availability 
 
Milingimbi contains a number of public facilities including the school, library, sport and 
recreation hall, health centre, council office, church, CDEP centre and outstation resource 
centre.  
 
Open space areas within the town range in size from medium-sized neighbourhood parks and 
vegetated open areas fringing the town, to the aforementioned oval to the west of the school. 
All residents of the town live or would live in the future generally within 250 metres of an area of 
designated open space (whether formal or informal) or organised recreation area.  
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4.7 Public Utilities / Infrastructure Availability  
 
As noted in section 2 of this Statement of Effect, existing essential service provision to the town 
comprises a power station, a water storage compound, sewer ponds and pump stations. Water 
supply for the community is via the borefield located south of the airstrip. Existing built form is 
connected to these essential services.  
 
There is an existing telecommunication transmission tower that is located on NTP 6376, south 
of the sewer ponds and outside the proposed Town boundary. It does not form part of this 
subdivision application.  
 
4.8 Potential Amenity Impacts of Proposed Development 
 
Any potential amenity impacts of the proposed development are nullified given that lot 
boundaries identified by the survey plan are based on existing land uses and built form and are 
not proposing any additional development at this time. 
 
4.9 Benefit / Detriment to the Public Interest 
 
There is no apparent detriment to the public interest with regard to the proposed development. 
There is however inherent benefit to the community and service providers in the proposed 
subdivision given the points raised in section 4.4 above. 
 
4.10 Retention of Built Form – Compliance with Building Act 
 
The subject land is not located within a Building Control Area and as such the Building Act is 
not applicable. Therefore, although it is intended to retain existing built form within Milingimbi, a 
Building Certifier’s report stating that existing buildings comply with the Building Act is not 
required. 
 
5.0 CONCLUSION 
 
The proposed development consists of the delineation of 179 allotments within the identified 
Territory Growth Town of Milingimbi in East Arnhem Shire.  
 
The proposed 179 allotments accord with the survey plans prepared for the Townsite of 
Milingimbi and are based on existing land uses and built form. 
 
The proposed development will: 
 

- enable residents, service providers and community organisations within Milingimbi to 
negotiate long term leases from the Land Trust or Commonwealth Government through 
a land holding entity (for example the Office of Township Leasing); 

- provide appropriate direction for future land tenure by individuals, family groups and 
businesses; 

- give additional certainty to service providers and community organisations with regard 
to lot delineation and assists administrative processing and service delivery; and 
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- minimise environmental, cultural and social impacts as surveyed lot boundaries are 
based on existing built form and land uses. 

 
The town is connected to essential service infrastructure including a power station, a water 
storage facility, sewer ponds and sewer pump stations. Water supply for the community is via 
the borefield located south of the airstrip. Existing built form is connected to these essential 
services.  
 
The proposed development is not adverse to the Northern Territory Planning Scheme 
provisions and the draft Area Plan for Milingimbi and given the social and economic benefits of 
allotment delineation, the application for subdivision is considered warranted. 
 
 
 
Peter Campos 
Senior Director 
Remote Infrastructure Program Office 
Department of Housing, Local Government and Regional Services 
 
  May 2012 
 
Enc. 
 
Attachment A: Survey Plans 
Attachment B: Surveyed Land Parcel Areas  
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS 

ITEM NUMBER 4.4 

TITLE Milingimbi Clinic Development 

REFERENCE 322373 

AUTHOR Shane Marshall, Director Technical Services         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report is to seek Council support for a new Health Clinic development on the current 
site Lot 37 Milingimbi 
 

 

BACKGROUND 
 
EASC have received a development application (DP10/0731) lodged by the Department of 
Housing, Local Government and Regional Services – subdivision for the purpose of a lease 
in excess of 12 years for the construction of a new Health Clinic on lot 37 
 
GENERAL 
 
Nil 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council notes that the subdivision application is for the purpose of obtaining a 
lease for the construction of a new Health Clinic. 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
1  Development Permit DP10_0731 - Lot 37 Milingimbi Health clinic.PDF   
2  Survey plan Lot 37 Milingimbi S2009_274.pdf   
3  S2010-208A Feb 2012.pdf   
4  Sample Part 5 clearance - Shire_PWC letter.docx   
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Director 
Remote Infrastructure Program Office 
Department of Housing, Local Government  
    and Regional Services 
GPO Box 4621 
DARWIN  NT  0801 
 
Attention : Mrs Sheryl Murray 
 
Dear Sheryl 
 
RE : Development Permit DP10/0731 - Subdivision for the purpose of a lease in excess of 
12 years, Lot 37 Town of Milingimbi 
 
The East Arnhem Shire Council/Power and Water Corporation notes that the subdivision 
application is for the purpose of obtaining a lease for the construction of a new health clinic.  
 
It is noted that new land titles will not be issued over individual lots, therefore it is not 
possible at this time to register easements over the Arnhem Land Aboriginal Land Trust title. 
 
On this basis, Conditions 2, 3 and 4 of DP10/0731 have been met to the satisfaction of the 
East Arnhem Shire council/Power and Water Corporation 

For further information, please do not hesitate contact  (shire representative and phone, 
email address) 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Technical Services Manager/Remote Operations 

 

    


